AL-WEST B.V.
MF-03060-EN

Packaging instruction AL-West
Packaging, crates and stickers are available from the order list on our website or Transportation Service.
Please note: Samples not packed according to this instruction cannot be accepted.
Soil samples




Deliver in clean soil jars placed in a clean soil crate.
Deliver in clean buckets.
Adapt packaging to the quantity of samples
delivered (23 kg at most).

Dirty soil crate

Asbestos in a dirty bucket

Asbestos samples in buckets




Deliver in clean AL-West buckets marked with an
asbestos label.
Adapt packaging to the quantity of samples
delivered (23 kg at most).
Two options for double wrapping:
1. For AL-West buckets, seal the lid with sturdy
tape. The handle must be able to move freely so
that the buckets remain stackable.
2. For other packaging, double wrap it in a
dedicated asbestos bag (thickness 0.2 mm).
Place the knot (Gooseneck style) on the side so
that the buckets remain stackable.

Please note: barcodes must remain visible.
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Water samples




Deliver in clean, securely sealed bottles. Preferably
in special water crates (with or without a small cup
for the smaller bottles).
In the event that larger numbers of bottles are
delivered in a ground crate, prevent the bottles from
rolling back and forth to reduce the risk of
shattering.

Bottles in crate, risk of shattering

Bottles firmly placed in crate, do not protrude above edge

Smaller packaging for asbestos samples
Smaller asbestos samples that are not delivered in a
bucket should always be double wrapped, with the
proper asbestos warning label on top. Special (double)
bags are available for this purpose.

Special, urgent or highly contaminated samples.
In the event samples that require special attention (e.g.
urgent, AP04, dioxin, asbestos or highly contaminated
samples) are delivered, they must be marked with
special labels.
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